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Name:
DALLIN BRAD HAWKINS
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Individuals are Innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Booked by Salt Lake County Sheriff's Office
on Jun. 28, 2013
for Other, DUI, Liquor Violation, Transportation Violation

Gender:
M
Race:
WHITE
Height:
602
Weight:
250
Eyes:
GREEN
Hair:
BROWN
Notes:
Age: 28
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Charges:










Failure to stop at command of a po
DUI Driving under the Influence of Alcohol/Drugs
Traffic Control Signal Violations
Bribery or offering abribe
Failure to Signal/Turns/Stop/Lane Change
Alcohol restricted driver
Driving Alcohol while Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Failure to Signal Lane Change / Improper Lane Travel

Tracking #:
13032416
Questions you might have:
How do I find if Dallin Hawkins is still in a Salt Lake County Jail?
How can I find court information for Dallin Hawkins in Salt Lake County?
Can I call Dallin Hawkins in jail?
How can I visit Dallin Hawkins in jail?
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This page will be removed after 182 more days.
(which is 6 months from the Arrest Date)
Report a Problem
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The information on this web site is provided to assist users in obtaining information about county jail arrests. Any use of
this data for any other purpose may be illegal. While the information on this website is believed by the website owner to be
reliable, it is provided "as is" with no warranties or guarantees regarding its accuracy. An arrest or booking does not mean
that the individual has been convicted or is guilty of the crime. You are advised to contact the appropriate governmental
agency to ascertain and verify the information contained on this website. By using this web site, you agree to these terms
of usage without warranty.
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